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Gong Guncil area cannot earn adequate incomes from rice farming alone,

even under optimal conditions.

Almost all fawllies in the Gong Guncil area have some source

of income other than that provided by rice cultivation. The relative

importance of these other sources of income varies from household to

household, but with very few exceptions the cycle of rice production

dictates the timing and extent of such secondary activities, and not

the other way around. '•

A number of other residents of Gong Guncil are involved in

full-time or part-time trading. Two families are engaged in fiill-time

trading, regularly traveling to local weekly markets in their small

pick-up trucks to sell rice, fruits and vegetables. Once a week these

. two families are joined by three women from Gong Guncil who together

go to the weekly market in the village of Penarek, two miles from the

fishing community of Mangkok. In addition to these traders, several

women in Gong Guncil buy seasonal fruits, especially durian, acting

as primary bulking agents for fruit dealers who transport the fruits

to urban markets hundreds of miles away. Also resident in the Gong

Guncil area are part-time barbers, carpenters, and owners of three

sundry goods shops. Four men own and operate pedicabs when not busy

with transplanting or harvest. Another four men have found employment

with the Department of Drainage and Irrigation as laborers, and one

man has a job as laborer for the Project itself. Yet another man rides

a motorcycle to Kuala Besut (11 miles away) to buy fish which he ped-

dles in Gong Guncil and the surrounding villages. One family processes

and bottles budu, a sauce made of anchovies, salt, and spices which is
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eaten with rice.

In addition to this wide range of local enterprises, a large

number of married and unmarried men between seventeen and forty years

of age regularly work in Singapore in the construction industry. When

I first arrived in Gong Guncil, close to twenty men from the study area

were working in Singapore, earning from M$10 to M$12 per day for six

weeks. This is a much higher wage than could be earned locally, even

if regular wage labor were available. Once transplanting has been

completed, these men travel in small groups of three or four by bus

to Singapore, and they return when the crop is ready for harvest. Once

harvest is completed and the next crop planted, they are ready to re-

peat the cycle. While in Singapore the men live rent-free in barracks

provided at the construction site, and cook their own meals. Estimates

of their daily expenses range from M$3.00 to M$S.OO, which should leave

them at least MS30 to M$40 per week over a period of perhaps ten weeks.

Transportation costs amount to less than M$40 for a round-trip ticket.

Some men send home postal money orders to their families; others keep

the money and bring home what is left after buying clothing, radios,

and cassette tape recorders in Singapore (where prices for these goods

are much lower due to Singapore's free port status). A few of the

younger unmarried men manage to bring home next to nothing, having

succumbed to the various charms of life in the big city.

Rubber Tapping

Alternative sources of income provide the cash necessary for

contemporary existence. The single most important source of cash for

rice farming households of Gong Guncil is rubber tapping. Forty out
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sea, including short lulls during the monsoon itself, very good catches

are landed by the fishermen of Mangkok. The period from January through

March is one of great activity as a number of different fishing gears

are employed to exploit this opportunity.

This seasonal variation is illustrated by Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Dahat and Yahya are fishermen of Mangkok operating drift nets. I left

Mangkok in late April, and an assistant hired to continue data collec-

tion left in mid-May. No data are available for the period of late May

through mid-June, at which point Yahya began to provide me with data

through the mail.

By April the catch is already declining, and during May and

June the catch is so poor that fishermen often do not even bother

putting to sea. The slack season does not really end until August or

September. This is the season of ayer jernih, or clear water. The

fishermen of Mangkok know that when the turbidity of the water (ayer

keroh) is reduced, so is their catch. The fishermen do not realize

that the murky conditions signify greater organic content in the water

and hence more marine life. Rather, on the basis of numerous informal

discussions, the most common understanding seems to be that with ayer

keroh the fish are unable to see the net of the fishermen and therefore

are more easily caught. They claim that during the calm period (which

coincides with tie Southwest monsoon) the fish are in fact present, but

because they are able to see they escape the nets. During the months

from May to August, some fishermen of Mangkok turn to the rice fields

in villages five miles or so inland, or set off for fishing grounds to

the south near Kuala Dungun or Kuantan, as far as twenty hours away by
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TABLE 4.1

Seasonality of Catch, 1978
(Yahya)

days/nights

IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

gross receipts _______ nights/days of fishing

Note: Roman numerals refer to the following fishing periods:

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

January 14 - January 19
January 24 - February 2
February 7 - February 15
March 3 - March 15
March 29 - April 18
April 20- May 12
May 30 - June 16
June 28 - July 7
July 21 - August 8
August 21 - September 2
September 20 - October 5
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cannot be taken as limiting the participation of larger numbers of

families in fish drying and processing.

The most important factor would seem to be the irregular

nature of this enterprise. A profit of over M$l,000 for six days of

work is highly unusual. In other transactions this family suffered

one small loss and some small profits. The large profit came early

in the anchovy season while the price of dried anchovies was still high,

and though they bought at a price higher than had prevailed during the

previous year the margin of profit was even higher. Moreover, the

weather was fine during that period, and there was no need for exces-

sive handling.

Processing of anchovies and prawns is a highly seasonal activ-

ity. Due to the short length of time spent in this one community, I

was unable to collect data for an entire year. Based on information

gathered from residents of Mangkok, processers and non-processers alike,

one has the impression that there are both seasonal and annual fluctua-

tions in activity and in profits and losses. The udang baring season

is extremely short, running from mid-February through the end of March.

The anchovy season also begins in mid- or late February. There is

apparently a slow season for anchovies beginning in mid-April or May

parallel to and no doubt caused by the same factors that affect the

other fishing operations off the coast at Mangkok. Only in August or

September will the anchovy fishing pick up once again, and sometimes

the season will be meager throughout the year.

Another factor that may serve to discourage wider participation

in processing operations is that they entail considerable and regular
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dealings with hard and occasionally sharp dealers. These dealers are

not exclusively Chinese, though this is the case with those based out

of Kuala Trengganu. The dealers in Kota Baru are mostly Malays. On

the basis of the experience of processers from Mangkok there is at

least as much sharp trading and probably more outright dishonesty (in

the form of non-payment for delivered goods) from these Malay merchants

than from their Chinese counterparts. It is beyond the scope of this

study to give an in-depth analysis of the dynamic between racial and

economic antagonisms. But it certainly can be noted that no one ethnic

group has a monopoly on questionable business practices. In fact, many

of the local processers of Mangkok prefer to deal with the Chinese, who

they know will pay them something, rather than to deal with Malay dealers

who will promise a higher price but delay payment, perhaps indefinitely.

The significant point for the villagers of Mangkok who may be

interested in earning some of the profits from processing dried fish

and prawns is that yet another factor of uncertainty is added to the

uncertainties of weather and seasonal and annual fluctuations. Uncer-

tainty and risk are associated with profit and may make the investment

in processing facilities unattractive. The same investment will provide

a fisherman with a used boat and net with which, it may be reasonably

expected, fish could be caught and a living earned. This boat and net

are mobile and can follow the seasonal migrations of fish. The boat

itself also can be hired out for a number of uses not directly related

to fishing, and also serves as a utility vehicle for some family needs.

Processing facilities are more functionally specific, are immobile, and

depreciate rapidly.
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rollers. The sheet may be run through this mangle as »any as three

times, each time with the rollers adjusted to produce progressively

thinner sheets. It usually takes two people to operate this machine,

one to turn the handle which through gears turns the heavy rollers, and

the other to carefully feed and stretch the latex sheet through the

machine. Ideally the sheet should be pressed down to one-eighth inch

in thickness, though this is not always done. In some cases the mangles

are in poor condition and incapable of producing thin, high quality

sheets; in other cases the processer may decide that the extra effort

is not worth the difference in price offered for the thinner sheets.

After the sheet has been pressed by the smooth mangle it is

passed once through a mangle that produces a ribbed pattern which

increases the surface area of the sheet and hastens drying. After

ribbing the sheets are hung to dry in the shade under fruit trees near

the house or under the house itself.

Not every tapping family owns their own mangles, and in some

cases tappers must rent mangles owned by another family. The fee may

be a straight cash payment of MS2 or MS3 for every pikul (133.33 pounds)

of dried sheet, or the payment of one sheet for every twenty or twenty-

five sheets processed. The dried weight of a sheet will vary depending

on the size of the pan in which the latex, water and acid were mixed,

but generally runs from one and one-half to two kati (one kati equals

1.33 pounds).

If several tappers are using the same set of mangles it is

possible that there will be some delay in pressing the sheets, but this

usually is a minor factor in the time required for processing latex.
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More important will be the number of sheets to be processed and the

number of people available for operating the machines. Often, espe-

cially if the trees to be tapped are close to home, two members of the

family will be available for pressing the latex into sheets. Because

the mangles are driven by gears, a child of ten or twelve can crank

the machines, and of course husband and wife may work together. The

manual pressing of the latex before processing by the mangles requires

more strength than such a young child is likely to possess, and at

least one adult must be available for this step.

Further from home it becomes increasingly less likely that

women will join their husbands in tapping rubber. Because of the

shortage of available land near the village of Kampung Dusun, many

families own and/or tap stands of rubber between five and seven miles

from home, reaching their trees by bicycle. One man from Kampung Dusun

taps trees twelve miles from his home, traveling to and from his land

by motorcycle. In some cases a wife will accompany her husband to tap-

rubber several miles from home, riding on the back of the bicycle

peddled by her husband, but her ability to do so will depend on the

age of the family's children and is in any event uncommon. More fre-

quently the wives of men who tap distant trees will tap local trees,

perhaps on a sharecropping basis, or not tap at all.

Because tapping and collecting rubber can be managed by a single

individual there is no necessity for any tapper to depend on another. It

is even possible for one individual to operate the mangles by setting

them into motion, feeding in the sheet, and then cranking the sheet

through. Working alone precludes producing thin quality sheet as the
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employment if economic opportunity near the home village is limited.

By the time the inheritance is divided, it is likely that several

siblings will have moved away or become economically independent.

Though each sibling has an equal share in the inheritance, individual

needs are not likely to be equal, and the distribution ideally (and

in practice usually) takes into consideration such needs. One heir

may receive the family home and livestock, another the family's orchards

or rubber land, and a third the rice land.

A farm family with larger than average land holdings (e.g.,

five to ten acres) may be able to provide an inheritance of land to all

or most of their children sufficient to produce adequate rice for sub-

sistence needs, though again relative need may determine the specifics

of the distribution. The fragmentation of such larger than average

land holdings has a leveling effect within a community, ultimately

bringing most families to or near subsistence level.

The process of land fragmentation through inheritance may be

modified as a result of any one of a number of factors. A husband and

wife may have only one surviving child, natural or adopted, in which

case the family's land remains undivided, alternatively, all but one

of this couple's children may continue their schooling at the secondary

or even tertiary levels and find employment outside of the village. In

this case their relatively high salaries make them less dependent upon

an inheritance, and those of their siblings who remain in the home

village are then likely to inherit control over most or all of the

family's land. Finally, the process of land fragmentation for relatively

wealthy farm families may be modified by their ability to purchase land.
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Families which already possess larger than average holdings are more

likely to be in a position to buy land when it becomes available. They

also are the ones most likely to take advantage of technological innova-

tions which require greater investment of production capital (and the

associated risks), but which also may provide significant increases in

production. By combining larger farm size with greater productivity

per unit of land, these families generate large surpluses of grain for

sale. Villagers who have regular cash incomes from wage employment as

laborers and non-villagers such as school teachers and government clerks

with substantial cash reserves and access to institutional credit also

are advantageously placed to purchase land.

In discussing land fragmentation through inheritance we assumed

there was something to divide. Yet one-quarter of the households in

Gong Guncil are landless tenant farmers. Their heirs are likely to

remain landless, and depend upon sharecropping and rental agreements

to obtain access to rice land.

Accumulating Capital: Pajak and Gadai

This scenario of the rich effectively maintaining their eco-

nomic position while the poor struggle to maintain a subsistence base

is accurate in general, but there also are possibilities for a family

with limited material assets to accumulate capital and acquire land.

A family with little or no land can obtain access to land through gadai

or pajak, types of lease arrangements discussed in Chapter Three. A

landowner who is in need of immediate cash will lease his land to another

who is able to provide cash on short notice. Typically it is the owner

of smaller holdings who will need to avail himself of such credit rather
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